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Tualatin Valley Distilling moves their aged whiskeys to special order
HILLSBORO, OR – (May 31st, 2015) – Tualatin Valley Distilling, Oregon’s smallest legal distillery, today
announced the release of its two aged whiskeys, the Oregon Single Malt American Whiskey and
Fifty/Fifty American Whiskey, to special order status in the OLCC listings. Retailing at $28.45 in 375ml
bottles, the two distinct whiskeys have been putting TVD on the map as contender in building a distinct
Pacific Northwest flavor profile.
The Oregon Single Malt American Whiskey (item code: 2805E) proofed at 92 (46% abv) is an
approachable scotch style whiskey, similar in profile to the Speyside region Scotches. It is made from
100% malted barley sourced from the Pacific North West and uses local yeasts and water to complete
the recipe. It is built entirely on premises in Hillsboro, Oregon, and created in small batches to capture
the Oregon made spirit.
“We’ve focused on creating the whiskey we, as long time scotch drinkers, wanted to drink,”
Corey Bowers, co-founder and head brewer at TVD says. “Our Oregon Single Malt is designed to
be more of an introduction and is approachable in its sweeter caramel and oak forward profile.
While available since October 2014 in our tasting room, the positive response we’ve been
getting has encouraged us to make it available to a wider market through the OLCC stores as a
special order offering.”
The Fifty/Fifty American Whiskey (item code: 2806E), also proofed at 92 (46% abv), is TVD’s second
offering and presents as a more aggressive profile to compliment the Single Malt. Built from 50% malted
barley and 50% rye as the grain bill, the final product maintains some of the sweetness from the barley
but is well balanced by spice from the rye grain. More complex and challenging, the Fifty/Fifty appeals to
both rye drinkers as well as scotch drinkers.
Like the Oregon Single Malt, the Fifty/Fifty is aged in 5gallon barrels that allow TVD to release high
quality mature whiskeys to market more quickly than larger barrels would typically allow. Both whiskies
are built from scotch tradition and process, are always twice pot distilled, and is done in their Hillsboro,
Oregon facility from grain to glass to ensure the flavor of the Pacific Northwest is maintained.
About Tualatin Valley Distilling:
Tualatin Valley Distilling, LLC. was founded in 2012, by Jason O’Donnell and Corey Bowers. The company
is devoted to building uniquely Pacific Northwest regional flavor profile via their unique brand of
whiskies and other spirits following historic traditions and methods, and is committed to a hands-on
approach of distilling with ingredients sourced in the Pacific Northwest. Currently sold exclusively in
Oregon, their bottles retail between $19.5 and $59.95
The TVD tasting room is located off NW Cornelius Pass Road on NW Nicholas Court and it is open
Saturdays from noon to 4 p.m., or by appointment. For more information, please visit
http://tvdistilling.com/ or call (949) 212-6900. You can follow the company on Facebook at:
https://www.facebook.com/TVDistilling and on Twitter @tvdistilling
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